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Abstract— Skyline queries are well-known for their intuitive que-

ry formalization and easy to understand semantics for selecting 

the most interesting data objects from large data sets. They natu-

rally fill the gap between set-based queries using strict predicates 

and only few personalization options and rank-aware database 

retrieval, offering a high degree of personalization at the cost of 

very complex query formalization. Thus, skyline queries enjoyed 

popularity in the database personalization research community. 

Unfortunately, the simplicity and elegance of the query paradigm 

come at high costs: skyline queries often suffer from a problem 

usually known as “curse of dimensionality”. With the increasing 

number of query attributes, the size of skyline result sets grows 

exponentially and the results are thus hardly useful or managea-

ble by users. This problem severely hinders the practical applica-

tion of the skyline paradigm.  

In this paper, the concept of trade-offs skylines is proposed as a 

natural extension to the skyline paradigm which is specifically 

designed as a remedy for the curse of dimensionality. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The ever growing amount of available information is one of 

the major problems of today‟s information systems. Besides 

solving the resulting performance issues, it is imperative to 

provide personalized and tailored access to the vast amount of 

information available in information and data systems in order 

to avoid flooding the user with unmanageably large query 

results.  

As a promising remedy to this problem, Skyline queries [1] 

have been proposed, filling the gap between set-based SQL 

queries and rank-aware database retrieval [2]. Due to the par-

adigms elegance and simplicity, it has stirred a lot of interest 

within the database community in recent years. Skyline que-

ries rely on the notion of Pareto dominance, i.e. given the 

choice between two objects, with one object being better with 

respect to at least one attribute but at least equal with respect 

to all other attributes, users will always prefer the first object 

over the second one (the first object is said to dominate the 

second one). This simple concept can be used to implement an 

intuitive personalizable data filter as dominated objects can be 

safely excluded from the data collection, resulting in the Sky-

line set of the query. The semantic justification of this filter is 

easy to see using a simple example: if two car dealers in the 

neighborhood offer the same model (with same warranties, 

etc.) at different prices, why should one want to consider the 

more expensive car?  

In order to compute the Skyline set in a personalized fash-

ion, the user needs only to provide so-called ceteris paribus 

(“all other being equal”) preferences on each individual attrib-

ute (often called attribute preferences, e.g. “lower prices are 

better than higher prices given that all other attributes are 

equal”). This focus on individual attribute domains and the 

complete fairness of the Pareto paradigm are the major ad-

vantages of skyline queries: they are easy to specify and the 

algorithm will only remove definitely suboptimal objects. 

However, these characteristics also directly lead to the para-

digms major shortcomings: skyline queries completely lack 

the ability to relate attribute domains to each other and thus 

prevent compensation, weighting or ranking between attribute 

domains. This often results in most objects being incompara-

ble to each other and thus generally causes skyline sets to be 

rather large, especially in the quite common case of anti-

correlated attribute dimensions. This effect is usually referred 

to as “curse of dimensionality”. It has been shown that the 

skyline size grows roughly exponential with the number of 

query attributes [3,4]. Experimentally, it has been validated 

that already for only 5 to 10 attributes, skylines can easily 

contain 30% or more of the entire database instance [1,5,6]. 

This is a size clearly unmanageable for most users, rendering 

the skyline paradigm inapplicable for many real-world prob-

lems.  

In this paper, the concept of trade-off skylines is proposed 

which is directly targeted at abating the problem of overly 

large skyline sets. In order to motivate the extension of sky-

line queries with user trade-offs, the next section will present 

a brief survey on alternative approaches which also aim at 

countering the curse of dimensionality and discuss their ad-

vantages and shortcoming. In section III, trade-off skylines are 

presented and explained. Final discussions are part of section 

IV.    

II. RELATED WORKS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Reducing the size of result sets by choosing the most inter-

esting or most relevant objects from the skyline is a major and 

prominent problem. However, “interestingness” is usually an 

individual perception and is specific for each user and is thus 

hard to formalize. Nevertheless, for rendering the skyline par-

adigm useful in common real world scenarios, such tech-

niques are mandatorily required. Accordingly, an impressive 

number of approaches have been developed in the recent years 



introducing various heuristics for capturing the semantics of 

“interesting” in order to choose meaningful and manageable 

subsets from skylines in an efficient manner. 

Generally speaking there are three major groups of ap-

proaches to address the problem: 

A. Relaxation of Pareto Semantics  

Considering the definition of Pareto semantics, it is obvious 

that the manageability problems of skylines are heavily aggra-

vated by incomparable attribute values, especially when work-

ing with natural preferences which are modeled as partial or-

ders [7,8]. As soon as two database items are incomparable 

with respect to even a single attribute, both objects are incom-

parable and may end up in the skyline. One could say that the 

Pareto semantics generally is „too fair‟. Accordingly, the first 

group of approaches uses weaker variants of the Pareto se-

mantics which less likely lead to incomparability between 

database objects. Notable works in this spirit are weak skylines 

[9] which replace the Pareto definition for domination with:  

“one object is better than another one when it is better with 

respect to one attribute and not worse with respect to any oth-

er”, and k-dominant skylines [10] which require only a user-

given number of   attributes to fulfill the Pareto condition. 

Skylines resulting from relaxed Pareto definitions can be of 

significant smaller size. However, their semantics are often 

hard to justify and the implied heuristics have a strong “ad-

hoc” character. For example, such skylines may easily remove 

objects which are highly interesting to the user, and thus ren-

dering the practical application semantically difficult. 

B. Summarization approaches  

Summarization approaches aim at finding a subset of ob-

jects which serves optimally as a summarization of the full 

skyline. The summarizing set should still maintain full the 

diversity and characteristics of the original skyline, but should 

be of a much more manageable size. The focus of these ap-

proaches is to enable the user to grasp a quick overview of the 

nature and contents of the skyline result set such that she is 

easily able to further refine her preferences and / or is directly 

able to perform subsequent queries for narrowing down the 

results even further (e.g. appending a top-k query which ranks 

the skyline result, or provide some SQL constraints to remove 

unwanted data points). Notable approaches are approximately 

dominating representatives [11] which return a subset mini-

mally covering all skyline objects some  -balls and statistical 

sampling approaches [6] with subsequent top-k ranking. Both 

approaches try to maintain the diversity of the original skyline. 

However, summarized skylines are only useful if they are 

intended to provide a quick overview and should be accompa-

nied by additional succeeding queries which focus on the most 

interesting object from a user‟s perspective.  

C. Weighting approaches  

Weighting approaches try to induce a ranking on skyline 

items based on some structural properties of the data set. The 

Pareto skyline operator treats all skyline objects as being 

equal, i.e. it does not impose any ranking on the result set. 

However, weighting approaches claim that there are more 

interesting and less interesting skyline objects, and that “inter-

esting” can be captured by properties like e.g. the data distri-

bution, the structure of the subspace skylines, or other statisti-

cal means.  Usually, they explicitly quantify the “interesting-

ness” of a skyline object numerically and return the  -most 

interesting objects.  

Especially subspace analysis [12] has gained a lot of atten-

tion which was encouraged by the development of efficient 

algorithms for materializing the possibly      subspace 

skylines (see e.g. SkyCubes [13]). For example, subspace 

analysis can be used to define top-k frequent skylines [14] 

which capture “interestingness” counting the occurrence of an 

object in each of the non-empty subspace skylines, i.e. claim-

ing that objects which are more frequent in subspaces are also 

more interesting. A more elaborate subspace based ranking is 

provided by SkyRank [15]  uses subspace domination rela-

tionships of the full space skyline objects to construct a so 

called graph skyline graph which is used for a subsequent 

link-analysis providing the interestingness scores with a vari-

ant of PageRank.  

Other approaches use the number of dominated object as a 

metric for interestingness, resulting in the k Most Representa-

tive Skyline [16] or elicit additional preferences expressing a 

precedence of the query attributes for constructing a ranked 

result set based on the subspace frequency of objects and the 

precedence of the attributes defining the subspace (e.g. Tele-

scope [17]).   

 

However, all of these presented approaches break the abso-

lute fairness of Pareto semantics in some way and replace it 

with some heuristics for removing “unwanted” objects. While 

each of those approaches has benefits and advantages on their 

own right, the imposed heuristics all rely on some “ad-hoc” 

assumptions on what makes a skyline point more interesting 

than others. However, the “correctness” and usefulness of 

these assumptions with respect to the real information needs 

of a given, individual user is very subjective and thus hard to 

determine.  

In this work, trade-off skylines are presented which have 

been developed during my PhD research. Trade-off skylines 

are based on a completely different base idea: instead of rely-

ing on structural and semantically questionable heuristics for 

capturing interestingness, trade-off skylines interactively elicit 

additional user feedback to steer the selection of Skyline tu-

ples from large result sets. This additional feedback is provid-

ed in the form of trade-offs which are especially designed to 

allow for a strictly qualitative compensation between individ-

ual attribute domains and closely resemble the concept of nat-

ural compromises which are part of each person‟s every day‟s 

decision processes. Especially, this empowers users to obtain 

a selection from the skyline set which is truly personalized 

and not computed by some user oblivious heuristics. 

  



III. TRADE-OFF SKYLINES 

For motivating trade-off skylines, consider the following 

two database objects representing cars: let object A be a „blue 

metallic‟ car for $18,000 and object B be a „blue‟ car for 

$17,000, accompanied by a preference favoring cheaper cars 

and metallic colors. Looking at the ranking on attribute level, 

both cars are incomparable with respect to the Pareto order: 

one car is cheaper; the other car has the more preferred color. 

In this scenario, a natural question of a real-life car dealer 

would be, whether the customer is willing to compromise on 

those attributes, i.e. if she is willing to pay the additional 

$1,000 for a metallic paint job for that particular car (such a 

compromise is called a trade-offs). If the answer is yes, then 

object A is the better choice for the user and should dominate 

object B with respect to a trade-off enhanced Pareto order. 

However, if some object C like a „blue‟ car for $15,000 exists, 

A and C would still be incomparable as the premium for the 

metallic color on that car C is larger than the $1,000 the user 

is willing to pay. When adding some strong trade-offs, many 

skyline objects can now be removed and thus the skyline is 

focused consistently with the refined trade-off enhanced user 

preferences. Additionally, this kind of user interaction closely 

models the natural compromises of peoples every day‟s deci-

sion processes. At the same time, the approach abstains from 

assuming arbitrary user agnostic heuristics for selecting ob-

jects from a too large skyline. Also, please note that the notion 

of trade-offs extends considerably beyond the expressiveness 

of Pareto skylines which can only rely on preferences on indi-

vidual attribute domains.  

Of course, eliciting additional feedback from users puts an 

additional burden on the interaction process compared to user 

agnostic approaches like those presented in the last section. 

However, by designing an intuitive interaction process, this 

burden can be alleviated. Trade-offs are designed to be elicit-

ed interactively, i.e. after computing a preliminary skyline, the 

user is guided through a trade-off elicitation process which 

suggests possible effective trade-offs (similar to a car dealer 

asking his customer additional questions). After the user de-

cides for a trade-off, the trade-off skyline is recomputed and 

the user interaction continues until the user is satisfied. Be-

sides directly providing user trade-offs, two heuristic elicita-

tion frameworks have been proposed: one based on suggesting 

promising trade-offs to the user [18], and another one relying 

on just simple object comparison feedback [19]. Based on a 

simple “I prefer this object over that object” statement, a set of 

trade-offs is heuristically deduced, thus allowing for a very 

intuitive user experience (e.g. see Fig. 1).  

During our work on [18], we also evaluated the effects of 

simple trade-offs on the properties of resulting trade-off re-

fined skyline sets. As an example, we will present an evalua-

tion performed on a real-life data set containing 20,537 sale 

offers for notebook computers. After providing 7 base prefer-

ences, the resulting Pareto skyline was computed containing 

still 182 notebook offers, including all types of notebooks 

from lightweight netbooks to large and heavy desktop re-

placements. In this evaluation, we assume that the user is will-

ing to sacrifice mobility in favor for performance and display 

size. Using a trade-off elicitation heuristic [18], this results in 

13 trade-offs (which have been inferred from just two user 

interactions). Incorporating these trade-offs reduces the sky-

line set to just 59 notebooks (32% of the original skyline‟s 

size). Furthermore, the focus and quality of the result is in-

creased: instead of containing large numbers of notebooks 

from all different categories, the result focuses on 17”-screen 

notebooks (a cluster containing the majority of all desktop 

replacement machines) while many of the smaller notebooks 

have been removed as a result of the provide trade-offs (see 

Fig. 1). However, in contrast to simple filters, this refinement 

retained important characteristics of the Pareto semantics as 

all remaining notebooks, even those in the cluster of smaller 

netbooks, are especially interesting and non-dominated ob-

jects which are potentially still a good deal even after the user 

refined his intentions by proving trade-offs.   

Efficiently computing trade-off skylines is quite hard. This 

is mainly due to trade-offs directly modifying the object order 

resulting from the Pareto aggregation which in turn loses its 

separability characteristic [20]. Seperability describes the 

possibility of decomposing the object order losslessly into its 

respective base preferences (this why most skyline algorithms 

can avoid operating on the object order at all). In contrast, in 

our early works [21,22], it was shown that trade-offs will 

induce addional relationships into the object order and thus 

breaking the seperability. Materializing at least some parts of 

 

 

 
Fig. 2  Skyline Result Focus  

Notebook dataset; user is looking for a desktop replacement  

y-axis: number of result objects, x-axis: display size of notebook 

 
Fig. 1  Qualitative Object Comparison Interface for heuristically deducing 

trade-offs. Only simple interaction is required. 

 



the object order is mandatory if the full semantics of trade-offs 

shall be used. This effect can be explained by the definition of 

trade-offs: trade-offs can be considered as a user decision be-

tween two sample objects focusing on only a subspace of the 

available attributes, while treating all other attributes with 

ceteris paribus semantics. Furthermore, trade-off relationships 

are transitive and thus may form complex domination rela-

tionships structures spanning several trade-offs and dimen-

sions which are called trade-off chains. Especially, the prob-

lem of trade-off inconsistencies poses severe challenges as 

inconsistencies are difficult to detect as they are basically cir-

cles in the materialized object order. This problem has been 

solved in a subsequent work [23]. 

The algorithms available for computing trade-off skylines 

have evolved from early algorithms relying on the full 

matrialization of the object order [22], trade-off sklyines with 

severly reduced expressivness but not requiring the object 

order at all [18], to computing trade-off skylines allowing the 

specification of any consistent trade-off without restrictions 

while still providing acceptable performance by relying on a 

compressed datastructure minimally  representing those parts 

of the object order which are cruicial for computing the 

respective trade-off skyline [24].  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Trade-Off skylines are a novel cooperative approach for 

mastering the curse of dimensionality for skyline queries in 

the area of database personalization. Instead of relying on 

some user oblivious heuristics, additional user feedback in the 

form of trade-offs is interactively elicited. Trade-off skylines 

extend the semantics of Pareto skylines by allowing the quali-

tative compensation between different attribute domains. This 

compensation allows focusing a skyline result set further, and 

thus represents a truly personalized approach for choosing 

interesting objects from skylines. 

During the course of my PhD research, the theoretical 

foundations for trade-off skyline have been provided as well 

as different algorithms for actually computing them. Also, the 

problem of trade-off inconsistency has been addresses and 

first approaches for trade-off enabled user interfaces and elici-

tation heuristics have been designed. Future works will delve 

deeper into the challenge of intuitive user interaction, espe-

cially focusing on ease of use and the semantic implications of 

trade-off skylines. 
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